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The Documentary Photograph. Questions with and without an Answer
loana Popescu
Museum of the Romanian Peasant, Bucharest

A documentary photograph should be the
image which reproduces the recorded reality as
faithfully as possible. But the ' reality' which it
refers to is in itself only the visible appearance of
a manifestation. If the camera aimed at discovering and exploring this presence, then the photograph would have the chance to beco me a recreation of the visual appearance. It is not always
the case howeve r that the photographer's perception of the piece of reality he selects is id entical with that of th e people whom the photograph is addressed to. Not to mention the way of
seeing specific to a certain space and time which
directly influences both the author's and the
viewer's perception (persons who often do not
belong to th e same cultural space and time).
Visual anthropology has recently discovered
and studied issues bearing on the relationship
between the participants in the act of communication through image, the co nte nt and the context which produced that act. Starting with the
1970s, outstanding authors have called attention
upon the whole system of conditions and relations which work together in producing an
image, a system which operates within documentary photographs as well.
'An image is a view which has been recreated
or reproduced. It is an appearance or a set of appearances selected from the space and tim e in

which they first emerged, and preserve? for a
few moments or for several centuries ... Although
each image incorporates a way of seeing, our perception or appreciation of a certain image is also
dependent on our personal way of looking at it. '
(J. Berger, 1972, p. 9).
A photograph is a step towards communication, just llke a written page or a spoken text; it is
part of the vocabulary of a visual language and, as
such, it contains a message for whose correct
transmission there must be a compulsory condition which the image is supposed to fulfil: intelligibility. To what extent however can a highly
polysernantic and therefore ambiguous image be
intelligible? Can it be objective, given that the
photographer's subjectivity has had a ce rtain contribution to its creation? Can the viewer have the
certainty that the image represents the genuine
appearance of the visible reality as it was in the
moment of reco rding or at least the more or less
biased actualization of that content, offered by
the author-photographer?
The documentary photograph is at the same
time an instrument for scientific research. But
does this very fact imply a lack of preoccupation
for the aesthetic quality of the image? It is true
that a certain aesthetic autonomy make s the
image in general and the photograph in particular
a powerful object which ca n lend an enchanting
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and persuasive impression of the real whi ch is
so metimes merely the author's creation; under
such circumstances, the creator's lack of neutrality ca n be easily used to manipulate the viewer
ideologically and to use the photograph as an instrument for propagandistic or militant purposes.
Therefore what more than since ri ty and authenticity can be asked of a documentary photograph? An authenticity which should inform not
only the content and the overt intenti on of the
author but also its subsequent reception and use.
Only then will the image provide the degree of
intelligibility capable of making it useful . Considering Horia Bernea's assertion that 'sight has
been created for the di scove ry and contemplation of the Other' (H. Bern ea, 1997, p. 32), the
photograph can be said to be one of the instruments most suited for etnographic research. The
documentary photograph is a way to explore the
visible reality, but taken as such it raises ethic
and deontologic difficulties (do we interfere with
reality, do we completely come out of it or, on
the contrary, do we plunge into it by cooperating
with the subjects themselves in creating it?). The
most recent attempts at using th e photograph as
a means of investigation have imposed the need
of a prior knowledge of the visual mentality of
the co mmunity under stud y to be used as a vantage point from which the photographer himself
will approach reality. Because, as anthropologist
Gerard Althabe asserts, 'what we see is co nditioned by what we believe. On th e one hand, vision means a method , a strategy of exploring the
world, and on th e other a metaphor for interpreting it' (recorded conference at the Museum
of the Romanian Peasant, Bucharest, 1993). All
these said, the best approach is the one whi ch
puts on a par the researcher's vision with that of
the subject under study.
Images. A Turning Point
The enormous quantity of inter-war documentary and ethnographic photography would undoubtecliy have had a completely different content
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if the project of th e Sociological School had not
existed. More or less systematic collections of photographs had been made of the rural world. The
photographer had often taken pictures of what
seemed most significant for the Romanian rural
tradition at the time, in most cases to the custom ers' request or, someti mes, in order to sell
them: houses, churches, festive costumes, certain
technical installations or specific crafts, aspects of
the religious life, ceremonials. Sometimes, in an
absolutely sporadic manner, on the margin or on
th e back side of th e photographs, the photographer had put down some information about
the place, the persons' names or the particular occasion. On the same line, the collection of images
describing a village was accompanied by wooden
scale models of some houses, installations or peasant's tools and with specially ordered puppets,
dressed in miniaturist festive costumes specific to
the area. (cf. A. Grama, 1997, pp. 50-58) These
collections can be considered a starting point for
a systematic field research; th ey have often been
the basis of some subsequent exh ibitions or even
of some albums of images and postcards.
Starting with Dimitrie Gusti, however, on the
one hand the collection of images has tended to
record the life of a village in its most general aspects, and, on the other hand, the system of producing the photographs has changed in virtue of
the need of scientific objectivity and of a proper
engagement in the social life. A shift has occurred
in the preoccupation with th e exoticism and the
picturesqu eness of a world hardly known to a
townsman and even less abroad, with that kind of
photograph whi ch had to be 'beautiful' by all
means, made in the fashion of a touristic album,
to serve the romantic nationalist propaganda; the
characters who used to pose in their own universe
as if they were models used by painters, have become, with Gusti's program, sheer spo ntaneo us
reality, recorded on glass plates.
From today's perspective, Dimitrie Gusti can
be considered a promoter of visual anthropology.
Through his th eoretical approach, he tried to undertake a research of the village world through
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merely to urban photography. One should not
the image, not merely to gather visual information. To this end, a very strict program was deforget that the images produced by th e Sociovised which included the thematic inventory that
logical School are frequently the result of an exigency of professional disciplin e demanded by
had to he covered, th e modality to record the
professor Gusti of all his collaborators. Superfiwritten contiguous 'information, and the way of
approaching the target reality and characters, in
cial und erstanding and simple formal obedience
ca n lead to a lack of force and colour in the isuch a manner that the collection of images
mages, which will count
should impose a strong relationship between the auonly for quantitative record
in the archives. On the conthor, the subject and the
trary , Be rman, who ohcontent, a relati onship
se1ves Gusti's principles rewhich could help one discover and understand ce rgarding the global collection
and the written documentatain phenomena and thus
tion, can afford to innovate,
obtain authentic and intelthanks to his mastery of
ligible images. At the same
high standards of technical
time, despite the intention
of 'scientific objectivity',
and aesthetic quality.
2. Another cat eg ory of
the photographs are also
an ae stheti c creation of
images mad e during the
monographic research inth eir author , which concludes the pictures taken
fers them expressivity and
by some researchers, ethpersuasive powers.
nographers and socioloTaking into account the
gists
not only involved in
author, the goal of the rethis activity due to their
giste ring, and the sub seprofessions, hut also inteque nt usage, three ca tePhoto: Ernest Bernea
res ted in the life of the
gories of photographs can
Gh. Tatomir (Moeciu)
Romanian village . Two
he delimited from the set
outstanding examples of such researchers are
of images provided by the field research and by
Ernest Bernea and H. H. Stahl. Influenced by
the visual recordings of th e Bucharest SociologiGusti's principles, hut more daring in this partical School, that is function of the author, the purcular activity, they made images obviously hearpose of the recording and its subsequent use:
ing the mark of their own personalities, of their
1. First of all we can speak of the images reapreferences for certain themes or of their own
lized by the profess ional photographers hired by
particular artistic sensitivity. In most cases the
Gusti in order to make the documentation of the
pictures taken by these two authors can he conprogram. The most famous of them was Iosif
sidered works of art and, as a matter of fact,
Berman, whose biography and creation would be
seriously misrepresented unless one mentions
they were reproduced in albums or postcard s
this activity which was vital to Romanian socioand th ey did mak e famous so me objects or
logical research. There was another less known
buildings which eve ntually b eca me valuable
pieces in private collections or in specialized
documentary photographer working in the same
team with Berman, Nicolae Ionescu, whose phomuseum s.
3. The third catego ry worth mentioning is
tographs nevertheless lack the contiguous writrepresented by the 'amateurish ' travelogue-like
te n information, and whose n ame is linked
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pictures taken by participants in th e research
lage was supposed to start with the presentation of
th e landscap e, of th e church, th e lanes, th e
teams. They generally are contextual snapshots
or they are based on group affinities and present
dwellings, the houses and gates, the fountains, the
moments of work or leisure, occasional trips, or
crossroads and the crucifixes, the people and their
even places and objects that mad e a vivid imspecific crafts, the family life, the holidays, the
pression on th e researcher's eye. They display
ce remonials, the possible cultural and political
neither a high technical quality nor a performant
events of the time, faces of young, adult or old peotreatment of th e content, but many times they
ple. Judging by the documentary films made either
represent frank testimoni es of a way of life and of
outside the Sociological School or after it ceased to
the daily work, or preexist, so-called 'ethnoserve the image of intouristical' and propatellectual personalities
gandi sti c film s, th e
of the time; still, these
order and th erefor e
images have the value
the importance of the
of a family album. In
shots appears inverted,
most cases, they have
as in a distorting mirb ee n pr ese rv ed in
ror: young and old fatheir authors' private
ces, picturesque landarchives, never being
sc ap e, tr aditional
classified, exce pt for
fe stive costumes, cusl'liutographs: Lena Constante, a member
some of them which
toms, aspects of the reof the monographic team s
had the chance to be
ligious life. This type
(above left, Harry Brauner resting)
donated to the image
of image-centred disarchives of some specourse is conceived in
cialized institutes or
such a wa y that it
museums. The images
should rise to the level
und er thi s category
of the viewer's expectation s (th e publi c
keep the freshness of
the gesture and speak
wanted to be charmed
of the enthusiasm of
by the beauty of the
frail or wise fa ces, of
th e monographi c
teams.
the national costumes
The image-based
and of the traditional
approach of the Sociocustoms) and meet a
logical School on the
nationali st id eology
conveyed by a kitsch
vill age wa s a global
sentimentalist propaganda.
one, which makes the set of photographs into a
thorough fea ture-report of th e universe under
The global recording was supposed to include
th e complete set of images of th e obse rvingstudy. illtimately, the difference between the films
made on the same occasion and th e sets of phorecording activities and of th e social actions untographs is only one of nuan ce: the film is a well
dertaken by the multidisciplinary teams of rethought sequence of moving images, whereas the
searchers: pedagogy and practical intervention health and working assistance to building, irriphotographic report strictly follows the same documentary narrative pattern, but is made up of still
gation and plantation activities, organization of
houses of culture, libraries and exhibitions, liimages. The perfect photographic survey of a vil-
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terary socials and shows. Berman's photographs
also record the relationships established between
the local community and the members of the
teams (relationships of friendship, support and
godfather-standing), as well as the efforts made
within and by the 'schools of team-workers',
young students trained to put into practice the
principles of social assistance.
losif Berman's photographic image has an inventive way of telling stories: the visual shots are
linked to each other by a leit-motive technique;
for instance, the same gate becomes a site for discussions among old villagers, for spinning the
wool, for the children's play, a frame for the front
of the house, or for the activities inside the yard.
Berman was very ca reful in using the techniques of the asymmetry, the diagonals, the
high-angle shot perspectives, the contre-jour, the
play of shades, which he prepared in detail.
What seems to make the production of the snapshot difficult is actually a method for galvanizing the image even more.
It is precisely the struggle with the limits of the
photograph - particularly its bi-dimensionality and
stillness - that is specific to the photographer.
These limits are sometimes surpassed by the outline resulting from the play of shades of grey, or by
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the swift reaction to temporary gestures and physiognomies. Unfortunately, these important vanguard technical and aesthetic acquisitions applied
to the documentary photograph by losif Berman
were destroyed by the type of photograph required
by communist propaganda, interested in the loftiness of the characters represented, that is village
and town proletarians. The characters presented
in low-angle shot, clearly delineated against a black
background and frozen in declamatory postures replaced the villager and the middle-class townsman
represented by Berman, eventually 'imprisoned' in
a secret drawer of the Institute for Propaganda.
This is how a great artist like this well-known
photographer, appreciated by Dimitrie Gusti and
Nicolae lorga as the best image documentarist of
the time, died a second death after 1944, when
the communist regime took political power.
As a collaborator of the Bucharest Sociological School, losif Berman took part in the campaigns at
Runcu, Fundul-Moldovei,
Nereju and Cornova. No other is more entitled
than him to the status of an active member of
Gusti's teams. His photos remain authentic documents of the inter-war Romanian rural life as
well as, paradoxically, vanguard works of art.
Translated by Dana Varzan
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